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1.         
   
 Write the name of a port of Harappa. 
  Lothal 
2.         : 
   
 The most important fundamental principle of Jainism is : 
  Non-violence 
3.             ‘’         ? 
   II 
 In court of which among the following rulers, numerous scholars were adorned as 

‘Navratnas’ ? 
  Chandragupta II 
4.               ? 
   
 Which among the following dynasty of Delhi Sultanate ruled for the shortest time ? 
  Khilji  
5.         _______       
       
 Through the_______, Dalhousie annexed Awadh for the British empire in India. 
  Doctrine of Lapse 
6.      ‘1857  ’      ? 
   
 “The Revolt of 1857” was started by whom among the following ? 
  The sepoys 
7.   _________   ,    (,   )      
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 During the _________ movement in Bengal, a tricolour flag (red, green and yellow) was 
designed. 

  Swadeshi 
8.        ,  ________         

    
 To defend the Khalifa’s temporal powers, a Khilafat Committee was formed in Bombay in 

March ________. 
  1919  
9.   , 1935              ? 
 How many judges were appointed along with the Chief Justice according to the Government 

of India Act, 1935 ? 
  6 
10.                ? 
      
 In response to which of the following events Quit India Movement was launched ? 
  Failure of Cripps Mission 
11.           ?   
   
 The highest point in the Aravalli range is :   
  Gurushikhar  
12.           : 
   
 The wind blowing in the northern plains in summers is known as : 
  Loo 
13.   -   : 
  82° 30' .   
 The Standard – Meridian line of India is : 
  82° 30' E longitude  
14.          “”   ? 
   
 In which of the following districts of Uttar Pradesh is “Naimisharanya” Pilgrimage  situated ? 
  Sitapur 
15.        ?  
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 Which is the highest Indian peak ?  
  Kanchenjunga 
 
  
16.        ______          
 New Economic Policy is also popularly called ______ model of development. 
  LPG 
 
17.             ______          
  51  
 A government company is any company in which the paid up capital held by the 

government is not less than : 
  51 percent 
 
18. “”           ? 
   
 “Hallmark” is used as a logo for which one of the following ? 
  Jewellery  
 
19. __________      -          
   (NABARD) 
 __________ is a central or apex institution for financing agricultural and rural sectors. 
  NABARD 
 
20. 1991                 ? 
       
 Which among the following was the issue being addressed through the Economic Reforms 

of 1991 ? 
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  Crisis in Foreign Exchange Reserves 
 
21.       “ ”     ? 
   110 
 Write the name of Article which defines the Money Bill. 
  Article 110 
 
 
22. _______                 
       
 _______ are the ideals that a state must keep in mind while framing policies. 
  Directive Principles of State Policy 
 
23.            ? 
  -IV  
 The Fundamental Duties are mentioned in which among the following ? 
  Part-IV A 
 
24.     343     ? 
     
 Article 343 of Indian Constitution is about : 
  Official language of the Union   
 
25.           -     ? 
  65  
 Which among the following is the correct age of retirement of Judge of Supreme Court ? 
  65 years  
 
26.                ? 
   
 Which of the following is not among the seven colours of the rainbow ? 
  White 
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27.                ? 
     
 Which of the following gases is not known as greenhouse gas ? 
  Argon      
 
28.       ? 
    
 Washing Soda is the common name for : 
  Sodium carbonate 
 
29.   (Hole)    ? 
             
 Ozone hole refers to : 
  decrease in thickness of ozone layer in stratosphere. 
 

 
30.     :      ? 
   
 Where do plants receive their nutrients mainly from ? 
  Soil 
 

31. (6.25 – 2.23)  (3.35 – 2.23) + (0.0016 – 2.987) = 
  1.517 
 
 
32.           ,          

           ` 1,50,000 ,         
   ? 

 One-third of Manoj’s savings in Kisan Vikas Patra is equal to one-half of his savings in 
Public Provident Fund. If he has ` 1,50,000 as total savings, how much has he saved in 
Public Provident Fund ? 

  ` 60,000 
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33. 7     20           : 
 The average of 7 consecutive numbers is 20. The largest of these numbers is : 
  23  
 
34.   : × =  ? 
 Simplify : × =  ? 
  4 
  
35. 9 + 4√5 = 
  2 + 5 
  
36. “”      – 
     +    
 
 
37.   ‘-’        ? 
  -  
 
 
38. “”     – 
    
 
 
39. “”     – 
    
 
 
40. “   ”    – 
         
 
 Read the passage carefully and answer the corresponding questions : (Q. 41-42) 
 Going to an all-boys high school was no fun. Joe’s parents thought it would be a good idea 
to send him there instead of a public school because “he would get distracted by girls,” as his 
mom would say. Once, during his third year, Joe begged his mom to let him go to public school. 
“I just want to be normal,” he would tell her. “I want to meet girls. I don’t want to be weird.” But 
his words always fell on deaf ears. Mom always said that Joe had plenty of time to go on dates 
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after high school, and that he needed to concentrate on his school work. This usually made him 
very sad, but like a good kid, Joe just nodded his head and went on with his studies. That all 
changed one day when Joe met Carmen, who lived just two blocks away from him. One day he 
ran into her at the market by chance. They had gone to kindergarten together. They were also of 
the same age. She was in Joe’s class, and she remembered Joe, too. 
 After about two weeks, they were going steady. Joe was so happy, but had to hide his 
relationship from his parents, which was okay because Carmen was hiding him from her family, 
too! “Are you kidding me ?” Carmen said, “They would kill me if they knew I had a boyfriend!”  
Everything was going great for a time, but Joe’s mom was right. His grades started slipping, and 
he soon was on academic probation because he was spending too much of his free time with 
Carmen. She also dropped a grade or two. As a result, both of them had to go to summer school to 
improve their grades, but Joe didn’t care. He was in love and that was all that mattered at the time. 
Much later, he came to realize his mom was right. 
41. Joe’s mother did not want him to go to public school because _____. 
  Joe would get distracted by girls 
 
 
42. Where did Joe meet Carmen ?  
  Market    
 
 
43. Choose the correct synonym : “random”.  
  accidental 
 
 
44. Choose the correct antonym : “beautiful”  
  ugly 
 
 
45. Give one word substitute of : “sensitiveness to the action of a particular food”.  
  Allergy 
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46.         , “              ” 
       ? 

      
 Pointing to Falguni, Hardik said, “The son of her only brother is the brother of my wife.” 

How is Falguni related to Hardik ? 
  Sister of father-in-law 
 
47.          : 
 Choose the odd one out from the given alternatives : 
  4125 
 
48. 8:20                   
 Find the angle between the hour hand and the minute hand of a clock at 8:20. 
  130° 
 
49.             (I), (II), (III)  (IV)      

()               /    
   :        
        
  :  
 (I)       
 (II)       
 (III)      
 (IV)      
   (III)  
 In the following question, two statements are given, which are followed by four conclusions 

(I), (II), (III) and (IV). Choose the conclusion(s), which logically follow the given statement. 
 Statement : No door is dog.  
   All the dogs are cats. 
 Conclusions :  
 (I) No door is cat. 
 (II) No cat is door. 
 (III) Some cats are dogs. 
 (IV) All the cats are dogs. 
  Only (III)  
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50.  SCHEME  TDIFNF       ,  WONDER      ? 
 If SCHEME is coded as TDIFNF, then what is the code for WONDER ? 
  XPOEFS 
 
51.       'I2U2 '    ? 
   –  – ... – ... 
 Which of the following countries are associated with the ‘I2U2 Grouping’ ? 
  India – Israel – UAE – USA 
 
52.   ...          _______     

     
   
 NASSCOM partners with _______ government agency to attract investment for Indian tech 

SMEs. 
  Australian 
 
53. _______                   

 N-     
    
 _______ state-owned Rosatom recently supplied upgraded N-fuel to India’s Kudankulam 

plant with longer fuel cycle. 
  Russian 
 
54. ‘    (NFSA)    ’       _____  

    
    
 ______state topped amongst the General Category States in ‘State Ranking Index for 

National Food Security Act (NFSA)’. 
  Odisha 
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55. .             ? 
    
 Dr. Rajendra Prasad Memorial Award is associated with which among the following fields ? 
  Public Administration  
 
56.          ‘ ’     ? 
    
 In which of the following states India’s first ever ‘Amrit Sarovar’ was inaugurated ? 
  Uttar Pradesh 
 
57.                ? 
   
 Uranium Mining Reserves have been found recently in which of the following states ? 
  Rajasthan 
 
58.                      

      ? 
   
 In which of the following states, Honey Testing Laboratory has been launched by Union 

Minister Narendra Singh Tomar for Agriculture and Farmers Welfare at Dimapur ? 
  Nagaland 
 
59.         ‘  ’     ? 
      
 Which among the following companies has launched an industry-first ‘Global Health Care’ 

plan ? 
  Bajaj Allianz General Insurance 
 
60. ‘ ...    ...’        ? 
   
 ‘Wearable ATM Cards and Offline UPI’ has been launched by which company ? 
  Acemoney 
 
61.             ? 
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  ;   
 Which among the following are two neighbouring island countries of India ? 
  Sri Lanka; Maldives 
 
62.          ? 
   
 Which among the following is the capital of Oman ? 
  Muscat 
 
63.    ________          
   
 Among the following ________ is not a capital of Union Territory. 
  Aizawl     
 
64.          ()  ? 
    
 Who among the following was the first speaker of the Lok Sabha ? 
  Ganesh Mavlankar   
 
65.   ‘  ’      ? 
  1  
 ‘The International Workers’ Day’ is observed on which day in India ? 
  1 May 
 
66.         ‘ ’    ? 
   
 Which among the following cities is called the ‘White City’ of Rajasthan ? 
  Udaipur 
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67. “ ”           ? 
   
 “The Sangai Festival” is organized in which among the following states ? 
  Manipur 
 
68.        : 
   
 The National Game of the USA is  
  Baseball 
 
69.       “ ”    ? 
    
 Who among the following person wrote the book “Hind Swaraj” ? 
  Mahatma Gandhi 
 
70. ‘ ’ ( )    _______            

   
      
 ‘Green Accounting’ means measuring the National Income of the country taking into 

account estimation of 
  Pollution and environmental damage 
       (. 71  75)      
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71.                    

    ?       ? 
                
 
 
72.               ?     

   ? 
                    

         
 
 
73.            ,         ?  

      ? 
                 
 
 
74.    -  , ,              

      ?        ? 
           
 
 
75.       ?        ? 
  -             
 
       (. 76  80)      
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76.          ? 
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77.           ? 
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78.               ? 
            
 
 
79.           ? 
              
 
 
80.  -         ? 
    ,           
 
. 81  85 :         -         
              
Q. 81 to 85  : The following table gives the percentage of marks obtained by seven students in six 
different subjects in an examination. Read the data carefully and answer the questions :  
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81.             ? 
 What are the approximate average marks obtained by all the seven students in English ? 
  89 
 
82.    60%             ? 
 The number of students who obtained 60% and above marks in all subjects are : 
  2 
 
83.            ? 
 What was the aggregate marks obtained by Ehan in all the six subjects ? 
  442     
 
84.           ? 
   
 In which subject the overall percentage is lowest ? 
  Maths 
 
85.     ()   ? 
 What is the overall percentage (approximate) of Brijesh ? 
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  78% 
. 86  90 :             
    X    ( ) 5    (A, B, C, D, E)        
  
Q. 86 to 90  : Study the following table carefully and answer the questions. 
Data of Number of 5 types of cars (A, B, C, D, E) manufactured (in thousand) by company X 
over the years given below  : 

    
 
86.  2016  2021   X               ? 
 Which type of cars manufactured by company X during 2016 to 2021 is the maximum ? 
  A 
 
87.  2016  2021   ‘A’          ? 
 What was the approximate percentage increase in the production of car ‘A’ from 2016 to 

2021 ? 
  10.87% 
 
88.                 ? 
 Which type of car registered continuous increase in production over the years ? 
      / None of these   
 
89.  2016   ‘E’  ,  2019   ‘B’        ? 
 The production of car ‘E’ in the year 2016 was approximately what percent of the 

production of car ‘B’ in the year 2019 ? 
  53.5%  
 
90.  2018  2021    ‘D’          ? 
 What was the approximate percentage decrease in production of car ‘D’ from 2018 to  2021 ? 
  4.35% 
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. 91  95 :                    
          : 

Q. 91 to 95 : The following chart shows the percentage distribution of the expenditure incurred in 
publishing a book. Study the pie chart and answer the questions based on it : 

  
 
91.           ` 20,600        ,   

         ? 

 If for a certain quantity of books, the publisher has to pay ` 20,600 as printing cost, then 
what will be the amount of royalty to be paid for these books ? 

  ` 16,480  
 
92.          ()      ? 

 What is the central angle of the sector corresponding to the expenditure incurred on 
promotion cost ? 

  18°  
 
93.   ,    20%            ` 160 ,  

             ? 
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 The price of the book is marked 20% above the Cost Price If the marked price of the book is 
` 160, then what is the cost of the paper used in a single copy of the book ? 

  ` 40   
 
94.  5200            ` 80,500 ,    

        25%      ? 
 If 5200 copies are published and the transportation cost on them amounts to ` 80,500, then what 

should be the approximate selling price of the book so that the publisher can earn a profit of 25% ? 
  ` 387.02 
 
95.   ,        ? 
 Royalty on the book is less than the printing cost by : 
  20% 
 

. 96  100 :        2001  2007           
        : 
Q. 96 to 100 : The following line graph gives the ratio of the amount of imports by a company to 
the amount of exports from that company over the period from 2001 to 2007 : 

 
 
 96.   2004   ` 240     2004  2005     ` 500  , 

  2005     ? 
  ` 450  
 If the imports in 2004 was ` 240 crores and the total exports in the years 2004 and 2005 

together was ` 500 crores, then the imports in 2005 was : 
  ` 450 crores    
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97.      ,      ? 
 The imports were minimum proportionate to the exports of the company in the year : 
  2003 
 
98.  2003  2004         ? 
 What was the percentage increase in imports from 2003 to 2004 ? 
    / Data inadequate  
 
99.  2002     ` 260  ,  2002      : 
   ` 325  
 If the imports of the company in 2002 was ` 260 crores, then exports from the company in 

2002 was : 
  ` 325 crores 
 
100.         ,     ? 
 In how many of the given years were the exports more than the imports ? 
  4    
 

____________ 


